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We consider variational problems of the form
w x 1min f =u x q g x , u x dx : u g u q H V , .  .  . .  .H 0 0 5
V
N w xwhere f : R ª 0, ` is a possibly nonconvex function with quadratic growth at
 .  .infinity and g x, u is Lipschitz continuous and strictly increasing decreasing in u.
We prove the existence and local Lipschitz regularity of solutions for every
1 . ` .boundary datum u g H V l L V on the basis of the structure of the epi-0
graph of the convex envelope of f. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: Nonconvex minimum problems; existence and regularity of solutions
0. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of minimizing the integral functional
1J u s h =u x q u x dx , u g H V , .  .  .  . .H 0
V
w . w .where V is an open, bounded set in the plane and h: 0, ` ª 0, ` is a
possibly nonconvex, continuous function with quadratic growth at infinity.
Variational problems of the type above have been the subject of exten-
sive investigations in recent times. Their interest stems from optimal
design problems arising in such varied branches of applied sciences as solid
w x w x w xmechanics and fluid dynamics. We refer to 15 , 11 , and 12 for descrip-
tions of the related physical models.
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In the radially symmetric case, i.e., when V is a ball, a unique radially
w x w x w xsymmetric minimizer of J is known to exist. See 6 and 7 and 8 for the
case of nonconvex functions h with slow growth at infinity.
In contrast, when V is a square in the plane and h is the minimum
 .  2 2 4between two parabolas, say h t s min 2 t , t q 1 for t G 0, numerical
w x w xexperiments presented in 11 and 12 concerning the relaxed functional
1J** u s h** =u x q u x dx , u g H V , .  .  .  . .H 0
V
 .here, h** denotes the convex envelope of h show that the nonconvex
functional J has no minimizers. Indeed, the norm of the gradient of the
 w x .unique minimizer of J** see 12 again lies in the set where h** - h on a
set of positive measure. From an optimal design point of view, this means
that the original variational problem leads to a microscope scale mixture of
phases or, in different words, to a new composite or homogenized material.
Still, the situation changes again for different choices of h. In fact, let h:
w . w .0, ` ª 0,` be a nonconvex, continuous function with quadratic growth
at infinity as before, and let r G 0 be its largest minimum point, say
 .h r s 0. Assume also that h satisfies the following structure assumption:
h t G max 0, L t y r , t G 0, 0.1 4 .  .  .
5 5for some positive L. Obviously, L penalizes the use in J of values of =u
w xexceeding r. For such functions h, it is proved in 5 that minimizers of J
do actually exist, provided V is not too large a convex set, namely a convex
 . set whose width W V the supremum of the radii of the open balls
.contained in V does not exceed L. Moreover, a minimizer of J is the
function
u x s yr d x , ­ V , x g V , 0.2 .  .  .
 .where d x, ­ V denotes the distance of x from the boundary of V. We
w x w x w x w xrefer to 5 for the precise statement and to 19 , 18 , and 2 for various
extensions of this result.
w . w . 2 5 5.Now, let h**: 0, ` ª 0, ` be such that j g R ª h** j is the
2 5 5. w xconvex envelope of the function j g R ª h j considered in 5 . No-
tice that h** may not coincide with the convex envelope of h itself. Then,
 .  .roughly speaking, whenever W V F L, the structure assumption 0.1
rules out that, starting from its largest minimum point r, h** grows slowly
enough with respect to the width of V to admit minimizers u of the
5 5relaxed functional J** such that =u ) r on a set of positive measure.
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Once this is established, the problem of minimizing J reduces to finding
the viscosity solution ¨ to the Hamilton]Jacobi equation
5 5=¨ s r a.e. on V
1, ` ¨ g W V .0
 .and letting u s y¨ , which yields the very same u of 0.2 .
 .  .Moreover, as soon as 0.1 holds, the assumption W V F L turns out to
be also necessary for the existence of minimizers of J, at least in the
 .following sense: there do exist function h satisfying 0.1 such that J has
1 .  .  w x.no minimizers on H V for some squares V with W V ) L see 1 . It0
w x w xis worth noticing that the function h considered in 11 and 12 satisfies
 . w x0.1 with r s 0, but L s 0, so that the existence result of 5 does not
apply, no matter what the width of the convex set V is. Of course, the
1w ..same remains true for every smooth function h g C 0, ` .
1 .So far, the issue of the existence of minimizers for J on H V seems to0
be related to the behavior of h around its largest minimum point r : if,
from r onward, h remains above a line with large enough slope L, then
minimizers of J do exist; otherwise they likely do not, unless the problem
is radially symmetric.
The purpose of this paper is to show that this is not so.
1 .The existence of minimizers of J on H V seems to be related instead0
to the properties of the epigraph of the convex envelope j g R2 ª
5 5. 2 5 5.h** j of j g R ª h j , regardless of the behavior of h around its
largest minimum point and regardless of the properties of the bounded,
open set V itself, consistently with the known results concerning function-
 w x w x.als depending only on =u see 3 and 4 .
More precisely, we consider the integral functional
1I u s f =u x q g x , u x dx , u g H V , .  .  .  . .  .H
V
where V is not an arbitrary open, bounded, and connected set in R N
 . N w .N G 2 ; f : R ª 0, ` is a possibly nonconvex, continuous function with
quadratic growth at infinity plus some extra technical assumptions; see
.  . Theorem 1.1 ahead ; and t g R ª g x, t is strictly increasing or decreas-
.ing for a.e. x g V and Lipschitz continuous uniformly with respect to x.
We prove that, as soon as f has the property that, for every n g
 41, . . . , N y 1 , every proper, n-dimensional face of the epigraph of its
convex envelope f ** is entirely contained in the epigraph of f , then I
1 .admits at least one minimizer u on u q H V , no matter what the0 0
1 . ` .boundary datum u g H V l L V is. Moreover, u is a bounded and0
locally Lipschitz continuous function on V. As a simple model case that
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 . 5 5 .2 Nthe previous theorem applies to, consider f j s j y 1 , j g R .
w x w xNotice also that, for the function h considered in 11 and 12 , the
 . 5 5. Ncorresponding function f j s h j , j g R , does not enjoy the prop-
erty stated above.
As to the proof, its main steps are the following.
1 .Step 1. We prove that, for every boundary datum u g H V l0
` .L V , the relaxed functional
1I** u s f ** =u x q g x , u x dx , u g H V , .  .  .  . . H
V
1 .admits a minimizer u on u q H V that is a bounded and locally0 0
Lipschitz continuous function on V. We remark that this is not entirely
obvious, because the Euler]Lagrange equation of I** fails to be uniformly
elliptic but for trivial choices of f.
Step 2. Then, relying on the properties of the proper faces of the
w xepigraph of f ** and applying a result obtained in 9 in the frame of
differential inclusions, we show that, for such a minimizer u of I**, =u lies
in the set where f s f ** a.e. on V. Of course, this yields that u is a
minimizer of I as well.
Finally, we wish to point out that, apart from some technical assumption
5 5concerning the regularity of f and its behavior for large j , the previous
result ensures the existence of minimizers of I in the special case of
functions f such that the epigraph of f ** has only 0 or N-dimensional
 w x.proper faces, thus extending a well-known result due to A. Cellina see 4
w x w xconcerning the case g s 0 and u affine. See also 20 and 17 for the case0
of more general boundary data. Moreover, as a by-product, we prove also
that, when f has the property stated above and g is also convex in t, the
 .functional I actually has a unique minimizer see Corollary 1.2 .
1. NOTATION AND STATEMENTS OF THE
MAIN RESULTS
Before stating the main results, we recall some elementary definitions
and notations, mostly from convex analysis.
To begin with, we denote the scalar product and the euclidean norm in
N  : 5 5R by ? , ? and ? , respectively. We denote also the hyperplane
orthogonal to a vector j in R N by j H and the open ball with radius r ) 0
N  . N  .  .centered at x g R by B x . If A ; R , we let int A and co A be ther
interior and the convex hull of A, respectively. If C ; R N is a convex set,
 . 0we denote its relative interior by ri C and its polar set by C , and we
 .recall that the dimension of C, denoted by dim C , is the dimension of the
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 w x.affine space spanned by C. We recall also see 16 that a convex subset F
of C is said to be a face of C provided every closed line segment in C
whose relative interior meets F has its endpoints in F. The 0-dimensional
 .faces of C are the extreme points of C and are denoted by ext C .
Moreover, a face F of C is said to be proper if it is not empty and
different from C itself, and the boundary of a closed convex set C is the
union of the relative interiors of the proper faces of C.
N w x N w xNow, let f : R ª 0, ` be a function and let f **: R ª 0, ` be its
 w x.convex envelope also called closure; see 16 . The epigraph of f is the set
epi f s j , t g R N = R: j g R N and f j F t , 4 .  .  .
 .  . and epi f ** turns out to be the closure of the convex hull of epi f see
w x .  .16 again . Moreover, the 0-dimensional faces of epi f ** are contained in
 .  .the boundary of epi f and, for every N-dimensional face F of epi f ** ,
f ** turns out to be affine on the projection of F onto R N.
As for measure and functional theoretic notations, we denote the
n n  .  .Lebesgue measure on R by L n g N and the k-dimensional k g Nq
Hausdorff measure on R N by H k.
Throughout this paper, we let V be an open, bounded, and connected
N  .set in R N G 2 . We denote the usual Sobolev spaces with summability
k . k . k  .  .index p s 2 by H V , H V , and H V k g N , and we let 2* be0 loc q
the Sobolev critical exponent for k s 1, i.e., 2* s ` if N s 2 and 2* s
 .  .2 Nr N y 2 otherwise, and u V be the Sobolev]Poincare constant, i.e.,Âp
5 5  .5 5 1 .u F u V =u for u g H V and 1 F p - `, p F 2*. Further-p, V 2, Vp 0
more, we denote the space of locally Lipschitz continuous function on V
1, ` .by W V and the space of smooth, compactly supported functions on Vloc
 .by D V .
Now, we introduce the class of integrands we are going to consider in
the sequel.
 N 5 5 4To this purpose, set C s j g R : j ) R for R ) 0 and let F beR
N w .the class of all function f : R ª 0, ` with the following properties:
 . Na f is continuous on R .
 . 2 .b There exists R ) 0 such that f g C C .R
 . 5  .5c There exists c G 0 such that Hf j F c for every j g C .0 0 R
 .   . : 5 5 2d There exists c ) 0 such that z , Hf j z G c z for every
j g C and z g R N.R
 .Here, Hf j denotes the N = N Hessian matrix of f at j g C andR
5  .5Hf j its Euclidean norm.
The previous properties imply that, for every f g F, there exist positive
constants c G c and nonnegative constants c , c such that3 1 2 4
5 5 2 5 5 2 Nc j y c F f j F c j q c , j g R , 1.1 .  .1 2 3 4
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and that f s f ** on C , possibly for some R9 larger than the correspond-R9
ing R of f. Thus, f ** is in F when f is.
 .Next, let G V be the class of all function g : V = R ª R with the
following properties:
 .  .a x g V ª g x, t is measurable for every t g R.
 .  .b x g V ª g x, 0 is integrable over V.
 . <  .  . < < <c There exists L G 0 such that g x, t y g x, t F L t y t for2 1 2 1
every t g R, i s 1, 2 and for a.e. x g V.i
Notice that every such g is a Caratheodory function and that, from the
point of view of minimizing the functional I defined below, it is not
restrictive to assume
 .  .b9 g x, 0 s 0 for a.e. x g V
 .  .instead of b . Then, for every f g F and g g G V , we consider the
integral functional
1I u s f =u x q g x , u x dx , u g H V , .  .  .  . .  .H
V
and the associated minimum problem
min I u : u g u q H 1 V P .  .  . 40 0
1 .with u g H V . We consider also the relaxed functional I** with0
1 .respect to the weak topology of H V and the relaxed minimum problem
min I** u : u g u q H 1 V . P** .  .  . 40 0
The relaxed functional I** admits the integral representation
1I** u s f ** =u x q g x , u x dx , u g H V , .  .  .  . .  .H
V
 w x. 1 .see 10 , so that I** F I on H V and
inf I u : u g u q H 1 V s inf I** u : u g u q H 1 V .  .  .  . 4  40 0 0 0
1 .  w x .no matter what the boundary datum u g H V is see 10 again .0
 .  .Hence, any solution to P , if any, is a a solution to P** as well.
Moreover, the direct method of the calculus of variations yields the
 . 1 .existence of a solution to P** for every boundary datum u g H V as0
well.
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After these preliminaries, we can state the following existence and
 .regularity result for the minimum problem P .
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let f g F and g g G V be such that
 .  .1.2 For 1 F n F N y 1, e¨ery proper, n-dimensional face of epi f **
 .is contained in epi f .
 .  .  .1.3 The function t g R ª g x, t is strictly increasing decreasing
for a.e. x g V.
1 . ` .Then, for e¨ery boundary datum u g H V l L V , the minimum prob-0
 . 1, ` . ` .lem P admits at least a solution u. Moreo¨er, u g W V l L V .loc
As mentioned in the Introduction, when the epigraph of f ** has only 0
or N-dimensional faces and g is also convex in t, we have uniqueness as
well.
 .COROLLARY 1.2. Let f g F and g g G V be such that
 .  .1.4 E¨ery proper face of epi f ** is either 0 or N-dimensional.
 .  .  .1.5 The function t ª g x, t is strictly increasing decreasing and
con¨ex for a.e. x g V.
1 . ` .Then, for e¨ery boundary datum u g H V l L V , the minimum prob-0
 . 1, ` . ` .lem P admits a unique solution u. Moreo¨er, u l W V l L V .loc
 .  .  .We remark that both results apply in particular to g x, t s a x t, x, t
` .  .g V = R, with a g L V such that either a x ) 0 for a.e. x g V or
 .a x - 0 for a.e. x g V. However, a more careful look at their proofs
` .reveals that both results still hold, even if a g L V changes sign,
 4  4provided a ) 0 and a - 0 are open sets whose union has full measure
in V. Hence, they hold in particular for every continuous and bounded
function a vanishing only on a null subset of V, and this latter class of
2 .functions is easily seen to be dense in L V . The existence of a dense
 2 ..in L V class A of coefficients a for which the minimum problem
1min f =u x q a x u x dx : u g H V .  .  .  . .H 0 5
V
admits a solution even though f is not convex is a well-known result see
w x .10 , p. 383 that can be proved on the ground of purely functional
theoretic arguments that do not supply any information on A itself; the
previous results thus show that A contains at least all continuous, bounded
function with a null set of zeros.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
devoted to the proof of boundedness and local Lipschitz regularity of
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minimizers for the relaxed functional I**, and, finally, Section 3 is devoted
to the proofs of Theorem 1.1. and Corollary 1.2.
2. A REGULARITY RESULT
The aim of this section is to prove boundedness and local Lipschitz
regularity of at least one among the minimizers of the relaxed functional
I** when f g F.
The result we are going to prove reads as follows.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let f g F and g g G V . Then, for e¨ery boundary
1 . ` .  .datum u g H V l L V , there exists at least a solution u to P** such0
1, ` . ` .that u g W V l L V .loc
 .  .We remark that f and g are not supposed to satisfy 1.2 and 1.3 of
Theorem 1.1.
w xThe proof is obtained by combining the classical regularity proof of 13
w xwith a suitable approximation argument as in 14 . Indeed, recalling the
properties of F, we approximate f ** by smooth, strictly convex functions
f with quadratic growth at infinity and, similarly, we approximate g byk
functions g that are smooth with respect to t with uniformly boundedk
derivatives for a.e. x g V. Hence, each functional
1I u s f =u x q g x , u x dx , u g H V , 2.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .Hk k k
V
1 . 2  .admits at least a minimizer u on u q H V that is actually in H Vk 0 0 loc
1 .l C V according to the classical regularity theory for quasi-linear,
uniformly elliptic equations. Then, we prove that, because of the proper-
ties of the integrands f again, all minimizers u are uniformly bounded ink k
` .L V and satisfy uniform reverse Holder's inequalitiesÈ
5 5 4q2 h 5 5 2=u dx F C 1 q =u dx , k G 1, h G 0, .H Hk h k
 .  .B x B xrr2 r
 .on every open ball B x ;; V with constant C that are independent ofr h
`  .k, whence a uniform bound in L V for the gradients =u follows. It isloc k
 .then easy to check that u converges uniformly on compact subsets ofk k
1 . 1 .V as well as weakly in H V to a minimizer u of I** on u q H V , so0 0
1, ` . ` .that the previous bounds yield that u g W V l L V . This estab-loc
lishes the existence of at least one bounded and locally Lipschitz continu-
 .ous solution of P** . Then, in the special case of functions g that are
convex in t, it is also fairly simple to infer that every other possible
 .solution would share the same property see Corollary 2.6 below .
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Before going on with the proof, in the next remarks we introduce the
approximating functions f and g .k k
Remark 2.2. As f belongs to F, the same is true for f **. Hence, let R,
c , and c be the numbers associated with f **. Now, choose a test function0
 N .  .w g D R such that 0 F w F 1, w s 1, on B 0 and w s 0 on CRq2 Rq4
and set
NÄf j s 1 y w j f ** j q J ) w f ** j , j g R , k G 1, .  .  .  .  .k k
 . N  . Nwhere J is the standard mollifying kernel and J x s k J kx for x g Rk
and k G 1.
Ä 2 N Ä .Then f g C R and f ª f ** uniformly on compact subsets. Wek k
Ä N Äclaim that f is convex on R for large enough k. Indeed, as f s J ) f **k k k
Ä .  .on B 0 for every k, it follows that every f is convex on B 0 ,Rq1 k Rq1
Ä .  .whence the Hessian matrices Hf j are nonnegative for every j g B 0k Rq1
Ä Ä 2  . : 5 5and k. Also, f s f ** on C for every k, so that z , Hf j z G c zk Rq4 k
N holds for every z g R , j g C , and k. In the remaining annulus j :Rq4
Ä Ä5 5 4   . :R q 1 F j F R q 4 , Hf ª Hf ** uniformly, so that z , Hf j z G 0k k
N 5 5eventually holds for every z g R and j with R q 1 F j F R q 4.
ÄTherefore, the Hessian matrices of f k are eventually nonnegative every-k
where, and this proves the claim.
ÄFinally, upon possibly relabeling the f so that they are all convex onk
R N, we set
1 2 nÄ 5 5f j s f j q j , j g R , k G 1. .  .k k 2k
Summing up, the functions f enjoy the following properties:k
f g C 2 R N for every k G 1; 2.2 .  .k
f ª f ** uniformly on compact sets; 2.3 .k
’Hf j F c q N for every j g C and k G 1; 2.4 .  .k 0 Rq4
25 5 :z , Hf j z G 1rk q cx j z .  .k CRq 4
for e¨ery j , z g RN and k G 1; 2.5 .
where x denotes the characteristic function of the set A. Moreover, asA
 .for 1.1 , it is also simple to check that there exist c G c ) 0 and3 1
c , c G 0 such that2 4
5 5 2 5 5 2 Nc j y c F f j F c j q c , j g R , k G 1. 2.6 .  .1 2 k 3 4
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 .Remark 2.3. To approximate g g G V , set
`
g x , t s J s g x , t y s y g x , ys ds, .  .  .  .Hk k k
y`
x , t g V = R, k G 1, .
where J is now the standard, one-dimensional mollifying kernel and
 .  .  .J t s tJ kt for t g R and k G 1. Every t ª g x, t is smooth for a.e.k k
<  . < x g V with ­ g x, t F L for every t g R and a.e. x g V here, L ist k
.the Lipschitz constant associated with g , so that
< <g x , t y g x , t F L t y t , t g R, i s 1, 2, 2.7 .  .  .k 2 k 1 2 1 i
for every k and a.e. x g V. Moreover, all g and ­ g are Caratheodoryk t k
 .functions, g x, 0 s 0 for a.e. x g V and every k, andk
sup g x , t y g x , t dx ª 0 as k ª `. 2.8 .  .  .H k
VtgR
Next, we recall two technical lemmas that will be used in the proof of
w xTheorem 2.1. For the first one, see 13, p. 71, Lemma 5.2 , for instance.
1 .LEMMA 2.4. Let w g H V be such that w G 0 a.e. on V and assume0
that there exist l G 0, C G 0, 0 F a F 2, and p ) 1 y 2rN such that0
p2 a N5 5  4=w dx F Cl L w ) l , l G l . . .H 0
 4w)l
` . 5 5  5 5 .Then, w g L V and w F C l , C, w , where C is increasing`, V 1, Va 0 a
with respect to its arguments.
2  . 1 .LEMMA 2.5. Let w g H V l C V and l G 1 and setloc
2
a x s max =w x y l , 0 , x g V . .  . 4
 .  .Then, for e¨ery test function h g D V with 0 F h F 1 and K s supp h ,
 5 5 .and for e¨ery h g N, there exist constants C s C l, h, w , i s 0, 1,`, Ki i
such that
5 5 4 2=w a n 1 h dx .H
V
5 5 2 5 5 2F C q C =w =h dxH0 1
V
22 25 5q Hw a n 1 q = a n 1 h dx , 2.9 .  .  .H 5
V
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 4where a n 1 s min a, 1 and
5 5 4 h 2=w a h dxH
V
5 5 4 hy1 5 5 2F C q C =w a =h dxH0 1
V
2 2h hy1 25 5 5 5q Hw a q ha =a h dx 2.10 .H 5
V
for h G 1.
h 1  .Proof. Set a s a n 1, a s a , for h G 1 and notice that a g H V0 h h loc
for every h. Then, set
5 5 4 2 5 5 2 : 2A s =w a h dx s =w =w , =w a h dx , h G 0.H Hh h h
V V
Integrating by parts and computing the derivatives, we get
A s yw A1 q A2 q A3 q A4 dx , h G 0, 2.11 .  . .Hh h h h h
V
where, for every h G 0, we have set
1  : 2 3 25 5  :A s 2 =w , Hw =w a h . A s 2 =w =w , =h a hh h h h
2 22 2 4 25 5 5 5  :A s Dw =w a h A s =w =w , =a h ,h h h h
 . ia.e. on V. Now, we estimate the integrals of yw A over V. To thish
 .purpose, we notice that integration in 2.11 is actually performed only on
5 5K, so that w can be bounded by w . Hence, using the inequality`, K
ab F « a2r2 q b2r2« and giving « to the terms similar to that appearing
in the definition of A , we geth
1 2 21 25 5 5 5yw A dx F « A q w Hw a h dx .H ` , KHh h h«V V
« N 2 22 25 5 5 5yw A dx F A q w Hw a h dx 2.12 .  .H ` , KHh h h2 2«V V
1 2 2 23 5 5 5 5 5 5yw A dx F « A q w =w =h a dx .H ` , KHh h h«V V
for every h G 0. To estimate A4 , we break into the cases h s 0 and h G 1.h
For h s 0, we get as before
« 1 24 2 24 2 25 5 5 5 5 5yw A F =w h q w =w = a n 1 h , .  .` , K0 2 2«
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4 ’ ’ 5 5 4a.e. on V, and we notice that A s 0 a.e. off the set l - =w - l q 1 .0
Hence, on integrating the previous inequality over V, we get
« 24 Nyw A dx F l q 1 L V .  .  .H h 2V
l q 1 22 25 5q w = a n 1 h dx. 2.13 .  .` , KH2« V
Then, we turn to A4 with h G 1. Arguing as before, we findh
h« h6 2 24 hy1 2 hy1 25 5 5 5 5 5yw A F =w a h q w a =a h , . ` , Kh 2 2«
’ 5 54a.e. on V. As =a vanishes a.e. off the set l - =w , we write it as the
0 1’ ’ ’ 5 5 4  < 5 4union of the sets E s l - =w - l q 1 , E s =w G l q 1 , and,l l
5 5 2  .5 5 2 . 5 5 2noting that a F =w a.e. on V and l q 1 =w y l G =w a.e. on
E1, we use the previous estimate to getl
h« 64 hy1 25 5yw A dx F =w a h dx . H Hh
i2V Elis0, 1
1 2 2hy1 25 5 5 5q w ha =a h dx` , KH2« V
2qhh l q 1 « h l q 1 « .  .
NF L V q A . h2 2
1 2 2hy1 25 5 5 5q w ha =a h dx. 2.14 .` , KH2« V
 .  .Finally, choosing a small enough « s « l, h ) 0 and substituting 2.12
 .  .  .and either 2.13 or 2.14 according to the value of h into 2.11 , we obtain
 .  .2.9 and 2.10 .
Now, we can prove Theorem 2.1.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let f and g be the sequences associatedk k k k
with f ** and g by Remarks 2.2 and 2.3 and let I be the functionalsk
 .defined by 2.1 . For every k, there exists a minimizer u of I onk k
1 . 2  . 1 .  .  .  .u q H V that is in H V l C V due to 2.2 , 2.4 , and 2.5 . We0 0 loc
split the remaining part of the proof into four claims.
 . 1 .Claim 1. The sequence u is bounded in H V .k k
 .  .  .  .  .We have I u F I u for every k and I u ª I** u by 2.3 ,k k k 0 k 0 0
 .  .  .2.6 , Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, and 2.8 , whereas 2.6
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again and the properties of the g yieldk
2 N N5 5 5 5’I u G c =u y L L V u y c L V , k G 1. .  .  .2, V 2, Vk k 1 k k 2
1 .As all the u are in u q H V , Poincare's inequality implies that theÂk 0 0
5 5 .sequence =u is bounded, and this proves the claim.2, Vk k
 . ` .Claim 2. The sequence u is bounded in L V .k k
5 5 4Choose l ) max u , 1 to be specified later and define u s`, V0 0 k , l
 4  4min u , l and V s u ) l for k G 1 and l G l . Then, u g u qk k , l k 0 k , l 0
1 .  .  .H V , whence I u F I u for all k and l G l . Since u s u on0 k k k k , l 0 k , l k
V R V , whereas u s l and =u s 0 a.e. on V , it follows thatk , l k , l k , l k , l
f =u x q g x , u x dx F f 0 q g x , l dx , .  .  .  . .  .H Hk k k k k k
V Vk , l k , l
k G 1, l G l .0
 .Hence, 2.6 and the properties of the g yieldk
5 5 2 N=u dx F C9 u dx q l L V , k G 1, l G l , .H Hk k k , l 0 /V Vk , l k , l
 .where C9 depends only on the constants c in 2.6 and L. Now, sincei
5 5 4l G l and we are going to choose l ) max u , 1 , we have`, V0 0 0
22 2 Nu dx F u dx F 2 u y l dx q 2 l L V , .  .H H Hk k k k , l
V V Vk , l k , l k , l
and hence
22 2 N5 <=u dx F 3C9 u y l dx q l L V , .  .H Hk k k , l /V Vk , l k , l
k G 1, l G l . 2.15 .0
 . 1 .Now, the sets V are open and the functions u y l are in H V , sok , l k 0 k , l
that the Sobolev imbedding theorem and Poincare's inequality yieldÂ
1y2rp2 2N 5 5u y l dx F u V L V =u dx , 2.16 .  .  .  . .H Hk p k , l k
V Vk , l k , l
 .where u V is the Sobolev]Poincare constant corresponding to any 2 -Âp
p - ` if N s 2 and p s 2* otherwise. Then, because of Chebytchev's
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5 5 4inequality, choose l ) max u , 1 such that l G l implies`, V0 0 0
1y2rpN6C9u V L V F 1, k G 1. 2.17 .  .  . .p k , l
 .  .  .Thus, 2.17 , 2.16 , and 2.15 yield
5 5 2 2 N=u dx F 6C9l L V , k G 1, l G l . 2.18 .  .H k k , l 0
Vk , l
1 .To apply Lemma 2.4, consider the nonnegative functions w g H V lk 0
 .  4 C V defined by w s max u y l , 0 , k G 1. They are such that w )k k 0 k
4  .l y l s V , w y l y l s u y l and =w s =u a.e. on V for0 k , l k 0 k k k k , l
 .every k and l G l . Therefore, because of 2.18 and Claim 1, Lemma 2.40
 q. ` .yields that the sequence of the positive parts u is bounded in L V . Ak k
 4completely analogous argument based on considering max u , yl yieldsk
the conclusion.
 .Claim 3. For every x g V, 0 - r - d x , ­ V and h G 0, there exists0 0
 .C x , r G 0 such thath 0
5 5 4q2 h 5 5 2=u dx F C 1 q =u dx , k G 1, h G 0. .H Hk h k
 .  .B x B xrr2 0 r 0
2.19 .
Each function u is a solution to the Euler]Lagrange equation for I , i.e.,k k
 :=f =u x , =w x q ­ g x , u x w x dx s 0, k G 1, .  .  .  . .  .H k k t k k
V
1 .for every w g H V . Choosing the difference quotients of a compactly0
1 .supported c g H V as w, performing a change of variables in the left0
summand and passing to the limit, we get
 := ­ u x , Hf =u x =c x q ­ g x , u x ­ c x dx s 0 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H r k k k t k k r
V
2.20 .
  ..for r s 1, . . . , N and k G 1. Then, choose h g D B x with 0 F h F 1.r 0
 .2Let l s R q 4 and, for l G l and k G 1, define0 0
2
a x s max =u x y l , 0 , x g V , .  . 5k k
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and a s a n 1, a s ah, for h G 1 as in Lemma 2.5. Set alsok , 0 k k , h k
2
c x s ­ u x a x h x , x g V , k G 1, h G 0, .  .  .  .k , r , h r k k , h
for r s 1, . . . , N and notice that, because of the properties of the u , everyk
1 .c is a compactly supported function in H V that can be used as ak , r , h 0
 .test function in 2.20 . In particular, integration takes place only on
5 5 4  .  .=u ) l , so that the matrices f =u are uniformly positive by 2.5 .k k k
 .Hence, plugging c into 2.20 , computing the derivatives, summing onk , r , h
r, using the properties of the functions f and g , and settingk k
2B x s 1 q ­ u x , x g V , k G 1, .  .k i , j k /
1Fi , jFN
we obtain
22 25 5Hu a n 1 q = a n 1 h dx .  .H k k k
V
5 5 5 5 < < 2F C9 B =u a n 1 =h h q Du a n 1 h .  .H k k k k k
V
2 25 5q =u = a n 1 h dx 2.21 .  .5k k
for h s 0 and
2 2h hy1 25 5 5 5Hu a q ha =a h dxH k k k k
V
5 5 h 5 5 < < h 2 5 5 hy1 5 5 2 2F C9 B =u a =h h q Du a h q =u ha =a h dx 4H k k k k k k k k
V
2.22 .
for h G 1 with a constant C9, which depends on the constants c, c , and Li
 .  .  .  .  .associated with the sequences f and g by 2.4 , 2.5 , 2.6 , andk k k k
 .2.7 , but not on k, h, and l. Distributing the product on the two
 .  .summands of B , we write the right-hand sides of 2.21 and 2.22 ask
C9 A1 q A2 q A3 q A4 dx , k G 1, h G 0, .H k , h k , h k , h k , h
V
and we estimate the integrals of the Ai over V.k , h
First, consider the case h s 0. Arguing as in Lemma 2.5 and noticing
2’ 5 5 5 5that 0 F a n 1 F 1 a.e. on V and 1 - l - =u - =u a.e. onk k k
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 4a ) 0 , we getk
1 2 21 25 5 5 50 F A F =u h q =h .k , 0 k2
« N 22 2 22 25 5 5 5 5 50 F A F Hu a n 1 h q =u =h .k , 0 k k k2 2«
N« 123 2 25 50 F A F Hu a n 1 h q h .k , 0 k k2 2«
« 12 24 2 25 50 F A F = a n 1 h q =u h , .k , 0 k k2 2«
 4a.e. on a ) 0 . Then, using the previous estimates to evaluate thek
 .  .right-hand terms of 2.21 and choosing a small enough « s « N ) 0, we
find
22 25 5Hu a n 1 q = a n 1 h dx .  .H k k k
V
X 5 5 2 2 5 5 2F C =u h q =h dx 2.23 . .H0 k
V
for every k where CX does not depend on k and l.0
5 5 2 5 5 2Next, let h G 1 and notice that 0 - a s =u y l - =u a.e.k k k
2h hy1 ’ 4 5 5 5 5on a ) 0 ; this implies that a F =u a and 1 - l - =u -k k k k k
5 5 2=u a.e. on the same set. Then, the same kind of computations used fork
h s 0 yields
1 4 21 hy1 25 5 5 50 F A F =u a h q =h .k , h k k2
« N 22 4 22 h 2 hy15 5 5 5 5 50 F A F Hu a h q =u a =hk , h k k k k2 2«
N« 12 2h 2 hy1 25 5 5 50 F A F Hu a h q =u a hk , h k k k k2 2«
« h2 24 hy1 2 hy1 25 5 5 50 F A F ha =a h q =u a h ,k , h k k k k2 2«
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 4  .a.e. on a ) 0 so that, choosing « s « N ) 0 small enough, we obtaink
 .as before from 2.22 ,
2 2 4 2Xh hy1 2 hy1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Hu a q ha =a h dx F C =u a h q =h dx .H Hk k k k h k k
V V
2.24 .
for every k and h where CX now depends on h but not on k and l. Then,h
 . ` .  .  .since u is bounded in L V by Claim 2, 2.23 , 2.24 ,and Lemma 2.5k k
with w s u and a s a yieldk k
5 5 4 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2=u a n 1 h dx F C q C =u h q =h dx , .  .H Hk k 0, 0 1, 0 k
V V
h s 0, 2.25 .
5 5 4 h 2 5 5 4 hy1 2 5 5 2=u a h dx F C q C =u a h q =h dx , .H Hk k 0, h 1, h k k
V V
h G 1, 2.26 .
for every k with constants C depending on l but not on k.i, h
 yh .  .Now, set r s 1 y 2 rr2 and B s B x for h G 0 and chooseh h r 0h
 .smooth function h g D B , h G 0, such that 0 F h F 1, h s 1 on B ,h h h h h
5 5 hq1and =h F 2 Mrr for some constant M. Then, let h s 0. We obvi-h
ously have
5 5 4 2 5 5 4 2=u h dx F =u h dxH Hk 0 k 0
 4B B l 0Fa -10 0 k
5 5 4 2q =u a n 1 h dx .H k k 0
 4B l a G10 k
for every k. The first summand on the right can be estimated by
2 N ’ .  . 5 5  4l q 1 L B , since =u - l q 1 a.e. on 0 F a - 1 , and the sec-0 k k
 .ond one by 2.25 . Hence, we get
5 5 4 2 X 5 5 2 2 5 5 2=u h dx F C q C =u h q =h dx .H Hk 0 0, 0 1, 0 k
B B0 0
Y 5 5 2F C 1 q =u dx 2.27 . .H0 k
B0
for every k where CY depends on almost everything, i.e., x , r, l, the0 0
 .  .  .  .constants c, c , and L in 2.4 , 2.5 , 2.6 , and 2.7 but not on k.i
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 .Then, let h G 1 and use 2.26 with h s h and the properties of theh
function h to findh
5 5 4 h 2 2 hq2 2 2 5 5 4 h=u a h dx F C q C 1 q 2 M rr =u a dx .H Hk k h 0, h 1, h k k
B Bh h
X 5 5 4 hy1 2F C q C =u a h dxH0, h 1, h k k hy1
Bhy1
for every k since h s 1 on B . Iterating this argument and recallinghy1 h
 .2.27 , we get at last
5 5 4 h 2 Y 5 5 2=u a h dx F C 1 q =u dx , k G 1, h G 0. 2.28 . .H Hk k h h k
B Bh 0
Again, we stress that CY does not depend on k.h
To complete the proof, we are left to estimate the left-hand side of
 .  . 0 5 52.19 with the similar term in 2.28 . To this purpose, set E s =uk , h k
1’ ’4 5 5 4- l q 1 and E s =u G l q 1 . Then,k , h k
5 5 4q2 h 5 5 4q2 h=u dx s =u dxH Hk k
i .  .B x B x lErr2 0 r r2 0 k , his0, 1
1qh 25 5F l q 1 1 q =u dx .  .H k
 .B xr 0
h 4 h5 5q l q 1 =u a dx . H k k
 .B xrr2 0
 .  .5 5 2 . 5 5 2for every k and h G 1 since l q 1 a s l q 1 =u y l G =u a.e.k k k
1  .  .on E . As h s 1 on B x for every h and B s B x , the conclu-k , h h r r2 0 0 r 0
 .sion follows from 2.28 .
 . 1, ` .Claim 4. The sequence u is bounded in W V .k k loc
 .Choose x g V and, for 0 - 4r - d x , ­ V , choose functions h g0 0
  ..  . 5 5D B x such that 0 F h F 1, h s 1 on B x , and =h F Mrr. Set2 r 0 r 0
also
2 2w x s =u x h x , x g V , k G 1, .  .  .k k
 4  .2and V s w ) l , k G 1, for l G l s R q 4 . Notice that each w isk , l k 0 k
1 . 1 .in H V l C V and each V is open because of the properties of u .0 k , l k
`  .Now, we aim at estimating the L -norm of the function w on B x . Tok r 0
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this purpose, notice that
22 4 2 2 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=w F 8 =u =h q = =u h , k G 1, 2.29 . . 5k k k
a.e. on V since 0 F h F 1. The first term on the right can be estimated by
 .2.19 with h s 0. As for the second one, set
22a x s max h x =u x y l , 0 .  .  . 5k k
x g V , k G 1,
2
c x s ­ u x h x a x .  .  .  .k , r r k k
for r s 1, . . . , N and l G l . Every c is a compactly supported function0 k , r
1 .  .in H V that can be used as a test function in 2.20 , and again0
 .integration takes place only where the matrices Hf =u are uniformlyk k
positive. Thus, the same kind of computation of Claim 3 yields
22 2 4 22 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Hu a h q = =u h dx F C9 =u 1 q =h dx . .H Hk k k k
V Vk , l k , l
2.30 .
 .for every k and l G l with C9 independent of k and l, so that 2.29 and0
 .2.30 yield
5 5 2 5 5 4=w dx F C0 =u dx , k G 1, l G l ,H Hk k 0
V Vk , l k , l
5 5  .since =h F Mrr. Now, notice that V ; B x and apply Holder'sk , l 2 r 0
 .  .  .inequality with p s N q 1 r2, so that 4 p s 4 q 2 N y 1 , and use 2.19
with h s N y 1 to find
 .2r Nq1
2 25 5 5 5=w dx F C- 1 q =u dx , .H Hk k / .V B xk , l 4r 0
=
 .1y2r Nq1NL V . .k , l
for every k and l G l . Once more, C- does not depend on k and l.0
 .  . 1 .Moreover, 1 y 2r N q 1 ) 1 y 2rN, and u is bounded in H V byk k 0
 .Claim 1, so that Lemma 2.4 applies, yielding that w is bounded ink k
` .  .L V . As h s 1 on B x , the conclusion follows.r 0
To conclude the proof, we take into account Claim 1, so that, passing to
a subsequence and relabeling the functions, we have that u © u weaklyk
1 . 1, ` . ` .in H V . Moreover, u g W V l L V by Claim 2 and Claim 4 andloc
u ª u uniformly on compact subsets of V.k
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 .Now, we claim that u is a solution to P** . To see this, recall that
 .  . 1 .I ¨ ª I** ¨ for every ¨ g u q H V as it had been noticed fork 0 0
 .  .  .¨ s u in Claim 1. Hence, lim inf I u F lim I ¨ s I** ¨ for0 k ª` k k k ª` k
 .every competing ¨ . Thus, we are left to prove that I** u F
 .lim inf I u . To this purpose, choose an increasing sequence of rela-k ª` k k
 .tively compact, open subsets V exhausting V. Then, the lower semi-h h
1 .continuity of I** with respect to weak convergence in H V , together
 .  .with 2.3 , Claim 4, and 2.8 , yields
f ** =u x q g x , u x dx .  . .  .H
Vh
F lim inf f ** =u x q g x , u x dx .  . .  .H k k
kª` V h
s lim inf f =u x q g x , u x dx .  . .  .H k k k k
kª` V h
for every h. Now, notice that, possibly adding a constant, we can assume
  ..   ..that f =u x q g x, u x G 0 for a.e. x g V and every k, so that thek k k k
right-hand side of the previous chain of inequalities is bounded above by
 .lim inf I u . Finally, letting h ª `, we obtaink ª` k k
I** u F lim inf I u , .  .k k
kª`
and this completes the proof.
Finally, as mentioned before, we prove that for functions g that are
 .convex in t, every solution to P** is actually bounded and locally
Lipschitz continuous on V.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.6. Let f g F and g g G V be such that t g R ª g x, t
1 .is con¨ex for a.e. x g V. Then, for e¨ery boundary datum u g H V l0
` .  . 1, y  . ` .L V , e¨ery solution u to P** is such that u g W V l L V .loc
 .  .  .We remark that this applies in particular to g x, t s a x t, x, t g
` .V = R, with a g L V .
 .Proof of Corollary 2.6. Let u , u be two solution to P** with1 2
1, ` . ` .u g W V l L V , and let K ; V be a compact set and C G 0 be1 loc
5 5 5 5such that =u F C. We claim that =u F 2 R q C, where R is`, K `, K1 2
5  .5associated with f **. Indeed, assume by contradiction that =u x )2
2 R q C for a.e. x in a set E ; K with positive measure. For the g
 .considered here, I** is convex, and hence u s u q u r2 too is a1 2
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 . 5  .5solution to P** . Moreover, =u x ) R for a.e. x g E, and hence
1 1f ** =u x - f ** =u x q f ** =u x for a.e. x g E .  .  . .  .  .1 22 2
 .  .  .by the properties of f **. This yields I** u - I** u r2 q I** u r2, a1 2
contradiction.
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we give the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. The
basic tool of teh proofs, besides the regularity results of Section 2, is the
following lemma, which is a simplified and slightly modified version of
w xthe sharper Lemma 3.1 in 9 .
1, ` . NLEMMA 3.1. Let u g W V and let K ; R be a compact, con¨ex setloc
such that the set
E s x g V : =u x g int K 4 .  .
has positi¨ e measure. Then, there exist open sets U ";; V and functions
" 1, ` .u g W V such thatloc
 . " "a u s u on V _ U .
 . " .  . "b =u x g ext K for a.e. x g U .
 .  . " ." "c H =u x Dx s H =u x dx.U U
 . y .  . y q .  .d u x - u x for e¨ery x g U and u x ) u x for e¨ery x g
Uq.
Proof. We begin introducing some notation. If x g V and e is a unit0
N  H.norm vector in R , we let V s V l x q e be the trace of V on thee 0
affine hyperplane orthogonal to e through the point x , and we let0
 4  .V s t g R: y q te g V be the projection on R of the one-dimen-e, y
sional section of V in the direction e through the point y g V . Then, thee
functions
u t s u y q te , t g V , y g V , .  .e , y e , y e
1, ` .are in W V for every y g V , and the formula for the derivativeloc e, y e
X  : 1u t s =u y q te , e , for L -a.e. t g V , 3.1 .  .  .e , y e , y
holds for H Ny1-a.e. y g V .e
After these preliminaries, we turn to the proof itself. We are going to
consider the q case, the other one being analogous.
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Let V9 ;; V be an open set such taht E9 s E l V9 has positive
N 5 5L -measure and set M s =u q 1. Then, because of Lusin's theo-`, V9
rem, let H be a compact subset of E9 with positive L N-measure such that
the restriction of =u to H is continuous and pick out, among the points
where u is differentiable, a point x g H having density one with respect0
to H itself.
 .  .Now, since =u x g int K , Caratheodory's theorem yields N q 1 ex-0
 .  treme points of K, say j for 0 F n F N, such that =u x g int co j :n 0 n
4..0 F n F N . Set
C s co =u x y j : 0 F n F N 4 . .0 n
and notice that the polar set C 0 of C is a compact, convex neighborhood
 .  0.of the origin, and there exist 0 - d - 1 - d such that B 0 ; int C ;1 2 d10  .  .C ; B 0 . Then, choose r ) 0 such that B x ; V9 and choosed r 02
1 1 v a Ny1Ny1
a s min d , , b s ,1 N 56M 6M v 3d .N 2
where v is the L k-measure of the unit ball in R k. Moreover, recallingk
that the restriction of =u to H is continuous and x has density one with0
respect to H, choose d ) 0 such that
1
5 5=u x y =u x F for x g H , x y x F d , 3.2 .  .  .0 06d2
 4and 0 - s - min dr3d , rr3d such that0 2 2
L N B x R H . .3d s 02 0 F b . 3.3 .NL B x . .3d s 02 0
Then, consider a unit vector e g R N and the set
J y s t G 0: y q te g B x R H , y g B x l V . .  .  . 4e 3d s 0 a s 0 e2 0 0
 . 1Notice that a s F d s - 3d s - r. The set J y is L -measurable for0 1 0 2 0 e
Ny1  .  .H -a.e. y g B x l V , and the mapping y g B x l V ªa s 0 e a s 0 e0 01  .. Ny1L J y is H -integrable by Tonelli's theorem. We claim thate
s01L J y F 3.4 .  . .e 6M
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Ny1  .for every y ranging through a positive H -measure subset of B x la s 00
V . Indeed, suppose not and apply Tonelli's theorem to finde
L N B x R H G L 1 J y d H Ny1 y .  .  . . . H3d s 0 e2 0  .B x lVa s 0 e0
s0 Ny1) H B x l V . .a s 0 e06M
1 v a Ny1Ny1 Ns L B x . .3d s 0N 2 0 /6M v 3d .N 2
s b L N B x , . .3d s 02 0
 .which contradicts 3.3 .
q  0.Next, for s ) 0, consider the open sets V s x q int sC and thes 0
q 1, ` N .piecewise affine functions ¨ g W R defined bys loc
q  :¨ x s s y max =u x y j , x y x : 0 F n F N , .  . 4s 0 n 0
x g R n , s ) 0.
q q q q .Notice that ¨ is positive on V and vanishes on ­ V and ¨ x s yss s s s
q q .   . 4for every x g ­ V . Moreover, =¨ x g j y =u x : 0 F n F N for2 s s n 0
a.e. x g R N and every s ) 0.
Now, we wish to prove that
 : q qu x ) u x q =u x , x y x q ¨ x , x g ­ V . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 s 2 s0 0
q  .To this purpose, choose x g ­ V and set e s x y x rl, where l s2 s 00
5 5  .x y x and, because of the previous claim, let y g B x l V be0 a s 0 e0
 .  .such that 3.1 and 3.4 hold. Then, notice that the chain of inclusion
 . q q  .  .  .B x ; V ; V ; B x ; B x ; B x ; V9 holds, soa s 0 s 2 s 2 d s 0 3d s 0 r 00 0 0 2 0 2 0
 .that l F 2 d s and y q te g B x for every 0 F t F 2 d s . Since2 0 3d s 0 2 02 0q .¨ x s ys , writes 00
q :u x y u x q =u x , x y x q ¨ x .  .  .  .0 0 0 s0
s u x y u y q le q u y q le y u y q u y y u x .  .  .  .  .  .0
 :y =u x , e l q s , .0 0
and, to simplify the notations, write the right-hand side of the previous
equality as A q A q A q A q s . As y q le s y q x y x , we have1 2 3 4 0 0
5 5A q A G y2 M y y x G y2 Ma s G ys r3. Moreover1 3 0 0 0
l lX  :A s u l y u 0 s u t dt s =u y q te , e dt .  .  .  .H H2 e , y e , y e , y
0 0
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 .by 3.1 , so that
l
A q A G y =u y q te y =u x dt , .  .H2 4 0
0
 .  .and this latter integral can be estimated using 3.4 and 3.2 as follows:
y =u y q te y =u x dt .  .H 0
 .J ye
y =u y q te y =u x dt .  .H 0
w x  .0, l RJ ye
1 2 s01 5 5G y2 M L J y y x y x G y . . .e 06d 32
 .Thus, 3.5 holds.
q . qTherefore, noticing that ¨ x s s ) 0, we define U to be thes 0 00
  .  .   .connected component of the open set x g V: u x - u x q =u x ,0 0
: q .4x y x q ¨ x containing x , and we define0 s 00
 : q qu x q =u x , x y x q ¨ x if x g U , .  .  .0 0 0 s0qu x s . q u x if x g V R U . .
q 1, ` .  .  .  .It is then easy to check that u is in W V and satisfies a , b , and d .loc
 .  . qAs for c , a itself and U ;; V yield
=uq x y =u x dx s =uq x y =u x dx s 0, .  .  .  . .  .H H
qU V
and this completes the proof.
We can now prove Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume that t g R ª g x, t is decreasing for
a.e. x g V.
The epigraph of f ** has at most countably many N-dimensional faces,
 . Nsay F , which all lie in a bounded subset of R = R, since f is in F. Leth h
FX be the projection of F on R N, i.e.,h h
FX s j g R N : j , f ** j g F , . 4 .h h
and notice that FX is a compact, convex set with nonempty interior andh
 X .  . Nthat int F is the projection of ri F on R . Moreover, it is simple toh h
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N  .  .  .check that, whenever j g R is such that f ** j - f j , then 1.2
 X .implies that j g int F for some h.h
1, ` .  .Now, because of Theorem 2.1, let u g W V be a solution to P** .loc
 X .We claim that, for every h, =u keeps off the set int F a.e. on V so thath
 .  .f ** =u s f =u a.e. on V. To see this, assume by contradiction that the
  .  X .4set E s x g V: =u x g int F has positive measure for some h andh h
q q 1, ` . Xlet U ;; V and u g W V be associated with u and K s F byloc h
q  .Lemma 3.1. Then, u is a competing function for P** . Moreover, f ** is
X  .  .affine on F , so that b and c of Lemma 3.1 and Jensen's inequality yieldh
1 1
q qf ** =u x dx s f ** =u x dx .  . .H HN q N q /q qL U L U .  .U U
1
s f ** =u x dx .HN q /qL U . U
1
F f ** =u x dx , . .HN q qL U . U
whereas u - uq on Uq and the properties of g yield
g x , uq x dx - g x , u x dx. .  . .  .H H
q qU U
Since uqs u on V R Uq and =uqs =u a.e. on the same set, we have a
contradiction.
 .  .We have thus proved that f ** =u s f =u a.e. no V, and this obvi-
 .ously implies that u is a solution to P as well.
 .  .Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let F be the N-dimensional faces of epi f ** ,h h
 X . Nand let F be their projections on R as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.h h
We claim that, whenever j and j are two distinct points in R N such that0 1
the equality
f ** lj q 1 y l j s l f ** j q 1 y l f ** j .  .  .  . .1 0 1 0
holds for some 0 - l - 1, then there exists h such that j g FX fori h
 .i s 0, 1. Indeed, set j s lj q 1 y l j and let F be the proper face ofl 1 0
 .   ..epi f ** to which the relative interior j , f ** j belongs. This latterl l
point is in the relative interior of the closed line segment whose endpoints
  ..are j , f ** j , i s 0, 1, and this segment is obviously contained ini i
 .   ..epi f ** itself. Thus, j , f ** j g F for i s 0, 1, by the very definitioni i
 .of face. Because of 1.4 , this implies that F is N-dimensional, i.e., F s Fh
X  .for some h, so that j g F for i s 0, 1. Moreover, 1.4 implies also thati h
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 .  X . Xlj q 1 y l j g int F for every pair of distinct points j g F , i s 0, 1,1 0 h i h
and every 0 - l - 1.
 . 1, ` .Now, notice that every solution to P** belongs to W V , accordingloc
 .to 1.5 and Corollary 2.6. Hence, the argument of Theorem 1.1 shows that
 X .  .  .=u stays off the set D int F a.e. on V, so that P and P** share theh h
 .same solutions, and we are thus left to prove that P** has a unique
solution.
1, ` .  .To see this, let u g W V , i s 1, 2, be two solution to P** , and seti loc
 .  .u s u q u r2. Because of 1.5 , I** is convex, so that u too is a1 2
 .   .  .4solution to P** . We claim that the set D s x g V: =u x / =u x is1 2
 .  X .negligible. Indeed, suppose not and, recalling that =u x f D int F fori h h
a.e. x g V and for i s 1, 2, notice that D is covered, up to a null set, by
 .the measurable sets D9 and D defined byh h
D9 s x g D : there exists no h such that =u x g FX for i s 1, 2 , 4 .i h
D s x g D : =u x g ­ FX for i s 1, 2 . 4 .h i h
All sets D are negligible; otherwise the gradient of u would lie in someh
 X .int F on a set of positive measure. Hence, D9 has to have positiveh
measure, and the contrapositive of the claim proved at the beginning yields
that
1 1f ** =u x dx - f ** =u x dx q f ** =u x dx. .  .  . .  .  .H H H1 22 2
V V V
 .As 1.5 yields that
1 1g x , u x dx F g x , u x dx q g x , u x dx , .  .  . .  .  .H H H1 22 2
V V V
a contradiction would follow. Thus, =u s =u a.e. on V, which gives1 2
1 .u s u , since both functions are in u q H V .1 2 0 0
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